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Plot 8, Ratagan, Glenshiel. IV40 8HP

Offers Over

£90,000

0.20 acres (to be confirmed in Title) Panoramic views of Loch Duich and the Five Sisters

New build

Planning Permission in Principle

Popular location

Shore access

Description:

Plot 8 presents a unique opportunity to acquire a building plot located on the shore of Loch Duich, in the
picturesque and friendly township of Ratagan, boasting spectacular panoramic views across the Loch and the
surrounding mountains including the majestic Five Sisters of Kintail.
The site extends to approx. 0.20 acres (to be confirmed by title deeds) and is located off the township road,
taking full advantage of the spectacular views on offer. The plot has planning permission in principle for the
erection of a dwelling house.
Plot 8 Ratagan would provide an ideal setting and opportunity to create a lovely family dwelling or fantastic
holiday home/letting property in this beautiful location.

Planning permission:
Planning permission in principle has been granted for the erection of a dwelling house. Full details are available
on request. Planning was granted in October 2019 and is valid for 3 years. All documents can be viewed on the
Highland Council Website www.highland.gov.uk, using the planning reference number 19/03336/PIP. Interested
parties may also wish to contact planning direct at Dingwall office. Telephone 01349 886608.
Entry:
By mutual agreement .
Services:
Mains water, electricity and drainage are believed to be in situ. It will be the responsibility of the purchaser to
confirm this and to ensure that services will meet their requirements.
Location:
Ratagan is a picturesque village on the shore of Loch Duich from which stunning views across the loch and to the
mountains beyond are afforded. The area is an excellent base for outdoor pursuits with many coastal and
mountain walks, climbing and water sports which also provide the opportunity to spot a host of wildlife. The local
riding stables are nearby for those with equestrian interest. The nearest local facilities are located just over 1 mile
away at Shiel Bridge at the foot of the majestic Five Sisters of Kintail mountain range where you will find a shop
and filling station. Primary schooling is available in Inverinate with secondary schooling in Plockton. Kyle of
Lochalsh is the nearest main village 17 miles away where you will find comprehensive services expected of a
thriving area. A regular bus and train service operates from Kyle to Inverness, the capital of the Highlands.

It is important that if you retain an interest in the acquisition of this property you arrange for your interest to be formally
noted to this Agency, otherwise a sale may be concluded on a closing date set without you having been advised.
Every reasonable care has been taken in the drawing up of these particulars for the guidance of interested parties. They
are believed to be correct but no guarantee of their accuracy is given and no error or misdescription herein shall annul any
sale or be made the subject of compensation by either side. Neither shall these details be deemed to form any part of any
contract by either side. Prospective purchasers are advised to take legal advice on the extent and nature of the subjects
they propose to acquire.
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